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1: The Other Side of Midnight (Midnight #1) by Sidney Sheldon
The Midnight Side was Natasha Mostert's debut novel about a woman who receives phone calls from her dead cousin
Alette. The beginning part was certainly chilling and creepy as Isa travels to London and stays in her cousin's house.

Plot[ edit ] Set in between the two World Wars, Noelle Page is born to a poor family in Marseille , France,
though she is led to believe she is better than everyone else. She is initially devoted to her father, who
capitalizes on her beauty when she comes of age and forces her to be the mistress of Auguste Lanchon, a
well-off boutique owner. She is forced to have sex with him and comes to an epiphany that if she can control
men, she can be powerful. She escapes to Paris, where she is enchanted by American pilot Lawrence "Larry"
Douglas, who promises to marry her when he returns from London. When he does not return, she develops
pneumonia, and is saved by Jewish medical intern Israel Katz, who selflessly helps her get back on her feet.
Meanwhile, Larry returns to the United States and marries Catherine, though their relationship is strained after
World War II , since Catherine feels like Larry returned as a different man. Noelle uses the war to her
advantage. She seduces two men, actor-singer Philippe Sorel and director Armand Gautier, and becomes a
popular name in theater and film. At one point, she risks her plan to help Israel â€” the only man who has
treated her with kindness â€” escape to Africa from the Nazis. She attracts the attention of Constantin "Costa"
Demiris, a powerful Greek whose business extends to every industry in the world. She becomes his mistress
and moves to his private villa. She learns that Larry is having a difficult time adjusting to a regular life and his
aggressive pilot skills make him unsuited to a commercial airline setting, and convinces Demiris to hire him.
Larry and Catherine move to Greece for his new job, and Noelle discovers that Larry does not even remember
her. She treats him poorly as an employee, pushing him to angrily rape her when she emasculates him. She
gets excited and falls in love with him again. Larry cannot recall her claims of their past, but stays with her for
her power. Noelle insists that Larry and Catherine, whose marriage is at its lowest point, divorce so they can
be together. When Catherine constantly refuses and fails an attempted suicide, Noelle plots to kill her. Larry
abandons her in a sea cave on their trip, but is forced to return for her when the coast guard notices him exiting
alone. Catherine wakes up in the middle of the night and overhears Larry and Noelle plotting her death and
she escapes during a heavy thunderstorm. She goes into a boat, but falls overboard, apparently drowning.
Demiris is noticeably absent, but visits Noelle in jail. He claims to still love her and offers to pay the judge off
if she will stay with him forever. They both agree to the deal. However, after pleading guilty, they realize that
there was never a deal made when the judge thanks them for having a conscience and admitting to the murder
despite the lack of evidence against them. Chotas offers Starvos a position in his firm in exchange for his
silence. They are sentenced to death, and Demiris, sitting in the courtroom, looks pleased. They are executed
months later. In the end, Demiris donates money to a convent near the sea, where a woman implied to be
Catherine is kept, having been found on the shore. It was adapted into a television mini-series starring Jane
Seymour as Catherine Alexander. Gyan Publishing House , p. The New York Times. Retrieved August 18,
2: Midnight Side | Free Listening on SoundCloud
The Midnight Side is a chilling tale of a seductive woman who, even from the grave, is able to manipulate events to her
satisfaction. A haunting story of obsession and loss, Natasha Mostert's novel is an intricately plotted psychological
thriller with an ending that will leave you breathless.

3: How To Listen â€“ The Other Side of Midnight
Natasha Mostert's THE MIDNIGHT SIDE is a chilling tale of a seductive woman who, even from the grave, is able to
manipulate events to her satisfaction. A haunting story of obsession and loss, this is an intricately plotted psychological
thriller with an ending that will leave you breathless.
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4: Watch The Other Side of Midnight () Online On SolarMovieX | SoloarMoviez
The Midnight Side is a chilling tale of a seductive woman who, even from the grave, is able to manipulate events to her
satisfaction. A haunting story of obsession and loss, Natasha Mostert's debut novel is an intricately plotted psychological
thriller with an ending that will leave you breathless.

5: The Midnight Side by Natasha Mostert
The Other Side of Midnight hosted by Richard C. Hoagland takes you on a journey through the minds of exceptional
scientific experts, investigators and analysts. Hoagland takes you behind the scenes of history to explore science, the
humanities and secret government projects, while comparing our own science fiction dreams to the reality of our.

6: Title: The Midnight Side
The Other Side of Midnight is a novel by American writer Sidney Sheldon published in The book reached No. 1 on the
New York Times Best Seller list. It was made into a film, and followed by a sequel written by Sheldon titled Memories of
Midnight.

7: The Other Side of Midnight () - IMDb
1- When calling from a phone, Listen for the female BlogTalk announcer to say "Call Unmuted," that will be your cue that
Richard has opened the line to you. the Internet stream may be delayed by almost a minute.

8: The Dark Side of Midnight () - IMDb
A Greek tycoon's mistress tries to track down and find her ex-World War II lover.

9: The Other Side of Midnight - Wikipedia
The Other Side of Midnight is a American drama film directed by Charles Jarrott and starring Marie-France Pisier, John
Beck, and Susan Sarandon. Herman Raucher wrote the screenplay based on Sidney Sheldon's novel of the same
name.
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